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Some of the mobile homes on the Guinea Lane property Gary T. Price owns
have been poorly maintained. (Photo by Randi B. Hagi)

By Randi B. Hagi, assistant editor
In the mid-2000s, Sarah Morton, a young attorney, and Vanessa
Keasler, a law clerk and soon-to-be attorney, joined the Harrisonburg
office of Blue Ridge Legal Services, a nonprofit civil legal aid
organization. As they began picking up cases, they discovered a
pattern of complaints against one local landlord mistreating his
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tenants, particularly women.
It would take over a decade of work, along with their team — and the
intervention of the U.S. Justice Department — before that pattern
would result in consequences for the landlord, Gary T. Price.
At the conclusion of a two-year investigation, the Department of
Justice identified eight victims, and negotiated a settlement with
Price and his lawyers, which was filed with the U.S. District Court for
the Western District of Virginia on Sept. 29. A federal judge signed
off on the agreement Oct. 2.
The Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division announced Price
would pay $330,000 in compensation, to be divided among the
aggrieved parties — most, if not all, are former tenants — for
“making unwelcome sexual comments and advances toward female
tenants, offering housing benefits in exchange for sexual acts,”
threatening retribution if the women denied him, using racial slurs
against tenants, and preventing tenants from having African
American guests in their homes on the basis of race. The DOJ’s
order also requires Price to pay $5,000 in a civil penalty.
In addition to financial penalties, the decree prohibits Price from
“participating in the management of rental properties in the future.”
According to the Rockingham County GIS map, Price owns multiple
properties under the company GTP Investment Properties, LLC, that
total more than 19 acres in Rockingham County and Harrisonburg,
and all together are assessed at $384,000. On that land are 20
mobile homes and a cinder block house.
Three of the properties where the Justice Department says Price
harassed and discriminated against tenants were owned by Alberta
Lowery, who employed Price as a property manager. His duties
included accepting or rejecting applications, establishing the terms of
leases, collecting rent, making repairs and communicating with and
evicting tenants.
Over the years, the attorneys at Blue Ridge had heard from clients
about the transgressions the Department of Justice identified – and
more.
“Some of the allegations, if you were to hear them individually and
not as a pattern, they would be stunning,” Keasler told The Citizen.
“And to see them, just so many writ large the way they are, you can
see this is something that’s been going on for some time and did not
have a small impact on their lives … he had control over their
housing situation.”
Morton remembered one client who said Price would make explicit
advances to her in front of her young daughters.
The Department of Justice order stated that Price’s conduct,
documented as far back as 2000, included other instances of
harassment.
In one case, Price threatened to evict a female tenant if she did not
perform oral sex in exchange for rent, and suggested that he hire her
out for sex work to apply towards the rent, according to the DOJ
order. This went on for at least three years.
Price asked another female tenant listed in the ruling to perform
sexual favors in lieu of rent, and when she refused, he initiated court
proceedings against her and repeatedly surveilled her bedroom, the
order says.
Keasler said multiple clients told her Price stalked them in this way –
“looking through their windows, blocking their driveways, in some
cases showing up at their place of employment.”
In other cases, according to the ruling, Price told tenants that he did
not rent to biracial couples, used “repeated racial epithets and slurs”
against tenants and African American guests and told tenants they
could not have African American guests visit their homes.
Price only provided a brief comment to The Citizen about the case.
“It’s all a bunch of lies. I can’t say much about it, I don’t think,” he
said, when reached by phone. “It was past due renters that made up
those stories.”

Sarah Morton, John Whitfield, Molly Bell, Vanessa Keasler (with her dog
Ranger), and Elizabeth Coltrane from Blue Ridge Legal Services worked with
many clients whose experiences prompted the U.S. Justice Department’s
order last fall. (Photo by Randi B. Hagi)

‘Where else are you going to go?’
Five of the tenants the Department of Justice identified as having
been subjected to sexual harassment and racial discrimination lived
in a trailer park that Price ran – and still owns – on Guinea Lane
between Harrisonburg and Linville. Some of the mobile homes are
missing siding; the roofs on others are patched with tarps.
Keasler said the units had yards and space for her clients’ pets,
including large dogs. Some of her clients were mothers working
multiple jobs, scraping by with limited income, and thus, limited
housing options.
“I think some of the allure of mobile homes is that they offer a type of
autonomy for the price range that you can’t get from, like, an
apartment. And when you drive through there, you can see what
some of the allure would be, but you can also see the condition of
the units,” Keasler said. “The truth of the matter is if your best option
is to rent a unit from Gary Price, you don’t have a lot of options on
the table. And I think he weaponized that housing instability in the
mistreatment of his tenants.”
“The fact that they didn’t have a lot of options became a weapon,”
Morton echoed. “There were times when he would explicitly
reference that – he’d say, ‘where else are you going to go?'”
Both attorneys said those tenants typically came to Blue Ridge for
help with other legal matters, such as disputes over unpaid rent.
Then, as they developed relationships with the lawyers, the stories of
sexual harassment would slowly come out.
“What’s really hard for me is when I look back at these old files … I
had this righteous indignation, that he will stop,” Morton said.
‘Weaponized’ the court system
John Krall is another attorney in Harrisonburg who has represented
clients against Price in civil suits dating back to the 1990s. Krall said
abuses continued for so long, in part, because the cases were
separate.
“Blue Ridge has a long history with Gary Price, and they did
tremendous work over many years,” Krall said. But “they were
dealing with individual cases … it was just one case after another.”
Keasler also said many of the tenants were in vulnerable positions.
“Talking about those types of things is uncomfortable in the best of
circumstances,” Keasler explained. “And most of our clients are not
normally in their ideal situation.”
Also working against the tenants was Price’s familiarity with the court
system. Price has been a plaintiff in 103 civil cases since November
2010, many of them against his renters, according to
Harrisonburg/Rockingham General District Court records.
More than a third of those cases were attempts to get money, such
as owed rent, through warrants in debt and wage garnishment. Out
of all 103 cases, three are still pending and 29 were dismissed
outright.
Keasler said some cases are part of the “various forms of retribution”
that Keasler said Price attempted on tenants who spoke out against
him.
In early 2013, a female tenant filed three criminal complaints against
Price for assault and battery, petit larceny and using obscene
language over a telephone. One of her male family members also
filed a criminal complaint against Price for assault and battery. They
contended that Price had shoved both of them on one occasion,
pushing the female tenant into a door; called her on the phone for
months, making sexual advances and lewd comments despite her
repeated refusal; and stole her lawnmower.
The General District Court dismissed three of those cases but ruled
against Price on the assault charge. He then appealed that case to
the Rockingham Circuit Court, where it was dismissed.
After the female tenant filed those complaints, Price sued her nine
times over the next four years. He sued her boyfriend 10 times.
Price also was arrested on a charge of assault and battery in 2016
— a case that was dismissed; and on a felony charge of destruction
of property, a vehicle, in 2017. The prosecutor eventually dropped
those charges, and a few months later, Price unsuccessfully sued
the vehicle owner for money.
“One of the greatest travesties of this situation has been that Gary is
very skilled at weaponizing the judicial system,” Keasler said. “Most
people don’t go to court very often. And when they do, it’s one of the
worst days of their lives, so they’re terrified.”
‘Out of the blue’ help
The Blue Ridge lawyers represented their clients in these cases
individually, chopping off one hydra head at a time, until the
Department of Justice contacted them in the summer of 2017.
It was “out of the blue,” Executive Director John Whitfield said.
An attorney with the department’s Civil Rights Division told Whitfield
the Justice Department had never litigated a Fair Housing Act case
in this area of Virginia and asked if Blue Ridge knew of issues they
should look into. Whitfield was buoyed by the fact that the
department wasn’t bound by the usual statute of limitations on
sexual harassment in housing, which is one year when filing a
complaint with either the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development or the Virginia Fair Housing Office.
Instead, the Department of Justice’s clock doesn’t start ticking until it
learns of the violation, Whitfield said. He hoped that if enough
tenants came forward, the department could bring forward a “pattern
and practice lawsuit” against Price.
Whitfield told the Department of Justice that “we’ve had this problem
with Gary Price … for years we’ve had clients tell us about that.
Maybe this is the way we can finally get something done.”
The department told him to direct tenants to contact its staff. That
began a herculean effort for Keasler, Morton and their colleagues to
dig through years of records and try to track down the tenants who
had shared details of their experiences of harassment and
discrimination. Whitfield said he thinks they identified roughly a
dozen clients, but many proved difficult to contact. Some had moved
out of the area. One had passed away. And some just weren’t
comfortable coming forward.
“With some of our clients, communication is difficult,” Keasler said.
“They might not have the most stable housing situation. Their phone
numbers often get changed.”
It was “like a little mini victory just to find someone,” Morton said.
‘So incredibly brave’
The Justice Department’s investigation began in earnest in 2018
when the department’s attorneys came to Harrisonburg. Justice
Department officials, however, declined to comment to The Citizen
about the investigation or ruling.
In a press release the Justice Department issued about the order in
September, Acting U.S. Attorney Daniel Bubar said the “settlement
ought to send a strong message that we will not tolerate harassment
and discrimination in housing.”
For local lawyers who represented Price’s former tenants, it meant
even more.

“It was a long time coming. I was really excited when I got the phone
call from the U.S. Attorney saying they were putting in this
agreement,” Krall said. “I think they got a really strong result and our
community can be proud of the work that they did, and the various
people that worked with them deserve a lot of credit.”
For the attorneys who helped their clients achieve a modicum of
justice after so many years, what most impresses them is the
strength of the women.
“They’ve suffered some pretty intense experiences in their time living
in his rental properties. And in fighting back, they also have endured
various forms of retribution,” Keasler said. “And despite the fact that
… they’re mothers of small children, they have limited time, they
have limited income, they work constantly – they still made time to
make sure that they spoke with the Department of Justice.”
Morton said the women faced so many obstacles but persevered.
“This doesn’t define their story, but this is one thing that they’re going
to live with for the rest of their life. They were harassed, and no one
should have to have this level of invasion of privacy. It’s something
that can make you sort of frightened, or hard to trust people,” Morton
said. “I just think the women that came forward … were just so
incredibly brave.”
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People often smoke K2 in hand-rolled cigarettes. (Photo illustration by Randi
B. Hagi)

By Randi B. Hagi, assistant editor
Sometimes it makes people agitated. In other cases, it seems to
knock them out, making them difficult to wake. Commonly, it
produces a zombie-like state. It’s a drug that medical professionals
and authorities alike struggle to treat, regulate, and even
characterize: synthetic cannabinoids, often referred to as K2 or
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spice.
“It’s an emotional roller coaster ride,” said Betsy Sydnor, who has
been sober for six years. “And the hard thing about K2 is every batch
is really different.”
That’s in part because the umbrella term includes hundreds of
different chemical compounds with one common factor: they interact
with the same brain cell receptors as tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC –
the primary active component of marijuana. The compounds are
then sprayed or dusted onto potpourri or other vegetative materials
that can be smoked. K2 is often marketed as a type of “synthetic
weed,” but the chemicals being sold under that term are strikingly
different from marijuana, and even from one another.
“New ones with unknown health risks become available each year,”
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
K2 has been seen to cause psychosis, tachycardia, and in extreme
cases, kidney damage, as documented by both the CDC and
physicians who spoke with The Citizen.
For Sydnor, the drug was also physically addictive in a way that
marijuana is not. She recalled one time when she was trying to quit
using and went to her job at a hotel.
“I was freezing cold and sweating at the same time. It’s like the worst
stomach virus ever,” she said. Those symptoms were so severe they
prevented her from getting clean multiple times, until her kids were
put into foster care.
It was, for her, a “fork in the road, so to speak,” she said. “I’m either
going to stop this and get them back — or I’m going to continue
doing this. There was nothing left to really live for.”
Sydnor found the most help by attending recovery groups at the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Community Services Board. She moved
to Elkton to get a fresh start, and after eight months, she got her kids
back. Now, she works as a peer recovery specialist and programs
coordinator at Strength in Peers, an organization that provides
support and advocacy for those overcoming substance use, mental
health and trauma-related challenges.
“It’s a great source of continued recovery for me, being able to help
people,” Sydnor said.
But she knows that many in the area are still suffering because of
K2.
Sydnor said one reason people start smoking K2 is because they’re
on probation, and the regular urine screens they have to take are
less likely to detect K2 than other drugs.
In January, the Danville Register & Bee reported that K2 had
become a major problem among inmates at the Danville Adult
Detention Center.
“As for other substances among inmates, ‘we haven’t seen many of
the other drugs lately,’” the newspaper quoted Andrew Shelton, a
correctional health assistant at the detention center, as saying.
“They like the K2 more than anything else,” Shelton told the
newspaper.
A dark art of chemistry
K2 first appeared in the United States in 2008, according to the
CDC. In the first few years following its emergence, lawmakers
across the country struggled to play catch-up by outlawing specific
synthetic cannabinoid compounds that had been identified – but they
couldn’t do that as fast as chemists could create new ones.
In 2011, Virginia joined 39 other states that had begun to regulate
synthetic cannabinoids by outlawing the possession or sale of 10
chemical compounds, as The Washington Post reported.
In 2012, President Barack Obama signed the Synthetic Drug Abuse
Prevention Act, which outlawed all substances containing “any
quantity of cannabimimetic agents.”
In the earlier years of K2’s presence in Virginia, Dr. Ian Steines
remembers a number of agitated college students coming into the
emergency department of Sentara RMH, where he’s the medical
director. They would tell the staff they’d been using either K2 or bath
salts – the common name of another synthetic drug that became
available around the same time.
Back in those days, when many of the compounds under the K2
umbrella hadn’t been outlawed yet, people could openly purchase
the substance at area gas stations. Over time, though, legislation
forced the drug underground.
In the meantime, Steines has noticed a shift in who’s using it.
“Now, I’ve seen it in younger people, but not so much college-age,”
he said. He also has noticed older members of the community using
it.
This is not just an occasional problem for the emergency room staff.
Steines said while alcohol-related issues remain “far and away” the
most common, K2 is probably the second most frequent source of
problems for people showing up in the ER. Affected patients come in
“at least several times a week,” he said.
The symptoms people exhibit when they come to the emergency
room after smoking K2 vary widely.
Some are mildly agitated, Steines said, and staff will get them into
bed in a quiet, dark room and talk them through the high, which
several sources told The Citizen can last anywhere from 15 minutes
to a few hours. Others experience nausea, vomiting, delirium or
hallucinations, sometimes to the point where hospital staff will
administer seizure medication.
“What is important to realize is that sometimes people think that
they’re getting marijuana when they’re getting a synthetic
cannabinoid, and sometimes these synthetic cannabinoids are laced
or colored with other substances,” Steines said. “This is a completely
different substance than marijuana would have been in the ‘60s or
‘70s.”
Dr. Chris Holstege, who directs the Blue Ridge Poison Center at the
University of Virginia, said the facility gets 20-40 calls each year
related to K2, which is down from the drugs earliest days in 2009.
Some of the cases they deal with, though, are intense.
“The most problematic is the psychosis that can develop. People can
get misperceptions of reality,” Steines said.
Much like someone who ingests too much of a hallucinogen like
LSD, a few of those who undergo that psychosis are permanently
scarred by it.
“Some of these psychotic breaks that we’re getting are long
standing. It’s not really clear why,” he said. “I’ve had a few cases,
really sad cases, where they have a psychotic break and have to be
institutionalized.”
How is K2 getting into the community?
It’s one of the responsibilities of Daniel Long, an officer with the
Harrisonburg Police Department and a member of the RUSH drug
task force, to find out where local K2 dealers are getting their supply.
He said in an interview last week that officers on patrol recently have
been “dealing with it a lot, with folks that have been using K2 and are
under the influence of K2 and they’re acting strange, or they get calls
for them being passed out.”
His job is not to pursue the people using the drug, though, but the
ones selling it – who purchase it in bulk, out of town, to sell in small
quantities here.
Long said he’s noticed a trend from the cases he’s worked on.
“Everyone I’ve talked to, they go up to Baltimore, Philly, Pittsburgh,
one of those cities,” Long said. “From what people have told me,
they’re buying it at stores. Now is that going to be on the counter?
No, it’s probably underhand.”
He said heroin being sold in the Harrisonburg area comes from those
cities as well. They’re bigger metropolitan areas only a few hours
away, and we’re “a consumer end of that distribution line.”
Long and the task force, which covers Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County, seized 1,595 grams of K2 in 2020, although he
noted that much of that came from a single drug bust.
In 2019 and 2018, respectively, the task force seized 359 grams and
249 grams of K2.
Preying on the homeless community
Long and Sydnor agreed that one appeal of the drug is its price. It
costs roughly the same as marijuana by weight. That’s cheaper than
harder drugs, while creating a more intense, if unpredictable, high
than weed.
Those who work with the homeless population of Harrisonburg have
noticed a sharp increase in K2 use.
Ashley Robinson, the shelter director at Open Doors – a homeless
shelter in Harrisonburg that typically runs during the coldest months,
from November to April – saw this unfold.
“At the beginning of the season it did really seem to be a problem
with a lot of guests,” Robinson said. “And usually [with] the ones we
didn’t have an issue with too much before.”
Open Doors is a low barrier shelter, so the staff doesn’t bar people
from staying there for being drunk or high, so long as they aren’t
violent or otherwise disruptive to everyone else. However, guests
aren’t allowed to imbibe any substances at the shelter.
Robsinson said starting last spring when the shelter was housed at
JMU’s Godwin Hall, they noticed a number of folks who would go
outside to smoke hand-rolled cigarettes and come back acting
differently.
“If you’re able to go outside, walk yourself outside to smoke a
cigarette, but you’re unable to walk yourself back in, that’s generally
an indication of use,” Robinson said. “You know immediately when
they’re on it because it’s that zombie-like state … and so we told
them, if there’s any changed behavior like that, there’s going to be an
eviction that takes place.”
Robinson said after giving everyone multiple warnings, Open Doors
did buckle down and evict a handful of guests for smoking K2.
Typically, eviction from Open Doors for drug or alcohol use on the
property lasts three nights, although Robinson said they’d sometimes
limit it to one night if the weather was especially bad.
After they started cracking down, Robinson said guests generally
stopped using at the shelter, although the staff would still hear stories
of their guests occasionally having seizures or other issues
potentially related to K2 elsewhere in town.
“I think it is a bigger deal than people think, not just with our folks
who are homeless, but I think it could be an issue with others, too,
like maybe the younger population,” Robinson said. “Especially
during the pandemic and the mental health crisis that we’re seeing.”
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Jennie Amison is one of many area mental health care providers who have
seen demand for her services increase.

By Randi B. Hagi, assistant editor
Every morning, Jennie Amison gets buzzed through the gate at work
and walks down the red-tiled staircase and past the payphone to get
to her office. At 9 a.m., her group session begins, and she leads 11
men through cognitive behavioral therapy exercises to get at the root
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of their drug use.
She’s one of the many mental healthcare providers serving
incarcerated people in the area – in Amison’s case, at the
Harrisonburg Men’s Diversion Center, a minimum-security facility
near Linville. The Virginia Department of Corrections facility is
tailored to provide more services, like counseling, GED preparation,
and parenting classes, than other prisons offer.
“Normally when they first come, I do interactive journaling with them
to get them to start talking about their feelings and where they are as
far as changing their behavior,” Amison said. “I’m talking about
grown men crying and sharing their hurt from the pain from their
past. And that’s how they heal and get through using the substances
to relieve them of that pain.”
She said nearly all the inmates at the facility are incarcerated for
drug-related crimes. That’s a trend in the area’s local jails, too.
Moseley Architects, in the needs assessment produced for
the proposed expansion to Middle River Regional Jail, found that
drug-related charges were the No. 1 reason for arrests in the five
jurisdictions that own the jail.
For people incarcerated or recently released —and who have
substance abuse and/or mental health issues — services are
available both in and outside the facilities. But the trick can be
knowing where to turn in a potentially overwhelming mélange of
different organizations and agencies.
“The services are there … especially in our community,” Amison
said. “But this is the key – sometimes, some people just have
difficulty accessing the services. Or they get out and they have
difficulty asking for that outside help, and they need somebody to
walk them through.”
That’s a theme Bobby Tucker, emergency services manager at the
Valley Community Services Board (CSB), also has noticed. Valley
CSB, which is based in Staunton, provides mental health services
inside Middle River Regional Jail, with three full-time mental health
clinicians and one full-time case manager, whose positions are jointly
funded by the jail and a multi-year grant from the Virginia
Department of Criminal Justice Services.
That sort of funding mosaic is part of why there are so many different
organizations treating mental health and substance abuse in the
area, Tucker said each cobble together their own combination of
public and private funding to get by.
“For a long time, we have been grossly underfunded,” he said. “It’s a
whole conglomerate of federal, state, and local funding for the
CSBs,” and each of the 40 such organizations in the state have a
different income profile.
However, he said Valley CSB has come a long way in the services it
provides and its relationships with other organizations and within the
justice system. Valley CSB worked with Blue Ridge Court Services to
introduce Crisis Intervention Training to area law enforcement
officers.
The organization also started the Pretrial Initiative on Mental Illness.
Under that program, each person who is arrested and taken to
Middle River is screened for mental health issues. In fiscal year
2019, 284 inmates – over a third of those screened – had a “serious
mental illness.” Forty-nine of them were then referred to
the Staunton-Augusta Therapeutic Docket program, a specialized
court docket that gets defendants into mental health treatment and,
potentially, a reduced sentence.
“Could there be more services in the community? … Absolutely,”
Tucker said, although he also cautioned that “some people who have
mental illness or substance abuse problems are also criminals,” as
opposed to those who just “get trespassing charges because the
person’s off their medications.”
Perhaps the biggest bottleneck in public mental health services
around here is a shortage of psychiatrists. Some new patients
coming to Valley CSB face a month-long wait before they can see
one.
“It is a psychiatric wasteland,” Tucker said.
Middle River Regional Jail contracts their psychiatry services from a
Western State doctor, who spends about 12 hours a week at the jail.
Tina Reed, the jail’s FOIA officer, wrote in a response to The
Citizen that inmates who are referred to see the psychiatrist “are
generally seen within seven days.”
‘A lot of anxiety, a lot of depression’
The Harrisonburg Rockingham CSB, whose clients include inmates
at the Rockingham Harrisonburg Regional Jail, has a full-time case
manager at the jail, and a nurse practitioner who’s there three-and-ahalf hours per week, said Ellen Harrison the CSB’s executive
director.
She said they’re under a psychiatry crunch, too.
“There is a nationwide shortage of professionals able to evaluate
and prescribe psychiatric medications,” Harrison wrote to The
Citizen in an email. “While purchasing hours via telehealth is an
option, we certainly prefer having our psychiatrists and nurse
practitioners on-site.”
In 2020, the organization’s case manager saw 514 inmates at the
jail, 43% of whom referred themselves for services. About half of
those were related to drug and alcohol concerns. Harrison said their
focus is on those with serious mental illnesses, who “cannot
discontinue medications.” And she feels like they’re meeting the
needs of those patients, although “if you wanted to expand that
scope beyond what we’re doing now, of course we’d need more
resources.”
For many of their incarcerated clients, the stress of being in jail
exacerbates underlying mental health conditions.
“Obviously, there’s a huge adjustment that’s going on when you’re in
the jail. So there’s a lot of anxiety, a lot of depression, a lack of
sleep,” Harrison said.
Focus on prevention
One of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham CSB’s programs helps keep
people in mental health crises from being incarcerated in the first
place. The mobile crisis unit, a collaboration with the local court
services unit, consists of a full-time and a part-time team of a
sheriff’s deputy and a mental health clinician.
“There’s never an identical call. We do a lot of hospital discharge
follow-ups … basically wellness checks just to make sure they’re
okay, and to remind them of resources that are out there to help with
their needs,” said Denise Janocka, the CSB’s clinicians’ supervisor.
When people are “decompensating,” or starting to experience mental
health symptoms, Janocka said they’re more likely to get into trouble
with the law.
“If we can keep those types of people stabilized, naturally that will
result in less incarceration … as well as hospitalizations,” she said.
“We’ve had some very successful interventions that we are very
happy to do, families are happy, and individuals have thanked us. A
lot of times they look forward to our visits.”
Kelly Royston, coordinator of the Rockingham-Harrisonburg Joint
Mental Health Program, is on the court services end of that
partnership. She said the mobile crisis teams primarily operate
during daylight hours, and take calls from a variety of sources,
including the 911 call center, the Harrisonburg-Rockingham CSB,
and probation officers.
She said it would be ideal to have four teams, so that they could be
available around the clock, but they’re able to manage the number of
referrals they currently receive. The mobile crisis unit’s work was put
on hold for part of the pandemic, but since resuming full operations
in October, that unit responded to 155 people – in some cases,
multiple times.
“It’s actually helping to take that [responsibility] off of patrol, making
welfare checks,” Royston said.
Help beyond the gates
As Amison said, some people struggle to access the services that
are available once they’re released from jail or prison.
That’s where peer support specialists can be a boon. They use their
lived experiences of recovery from mental illness or substance abuse
to guide others along that journey. Amison said the Department of
Corrections started hiring peer support specialists a few years ago,
and she’s also the president of the board of Strength in Peers, a
local nonprofit that serves those reentering society after
incarceration, the homeless and others struggling with mental health
and substance abuse challenges.
Nicky Fadley, executive director of Strength in Peers, told The
Citizen in an email that the group works in the Rockingham
Harrisonburg, Middle River, and Page County jails – starting those
relationships before inmates are released. In the past year, Strength
in Peers worked with more than 500 incarcerated individuals.
“Strength In Peers works to engage the most vulnerable individuals
who may not otherwise seek help from more traditional service
providers,” Fadley said. “Since COVID, we have been relying on jail
staff to help identify individuals interested in recovery and send us
those names to follow up with a one-on-one visit. A lot of people
simply hear about our organization from other inmates and write us
letters.”
Once the peer support specialists start working with someone,
Strength in Peers helps connect them to a whole host of services,
such as counseling through the Harrisonburg Center for Relational
Health and telepsychiatry through the University of Virginia.
Fadley said she feels like the service provider network is “cohesive,”
but people leaving incarceration face other significant challenges,
“such as the shortage of affordable rental housing and limited public
transportation systems.”
“Unfortunately, the most effective case management can’t increase
the rental housing stock or add stops to the bus line near large
employers,” she said.
Much like the community services boards, Strength in Peers also
faces funding uncertainty. The organization received federal grants
from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration and the Health Resources and Services
Administration to support their programming, in addition to local
donations. But grants have a ticking clock attached to them.
“Unless we are able to secure other funding, our programs could
disappear in another two years,” Fadley said. “We are counting on
our policy makers and stakeholders to recognize the value Strength
In Peers brings to our communities and help us sustain services.”
Amid the ongoing debate over whether area local governments
should spend $39.5 million to expand the Middle River Regional Jail,
Amison said she wishes service providers would get that kind of
investment.
“We spend a lot of money on incarceration,” she said. “I would like
them to do something different instead of … expanding the jail. Give
them some transitional housing. Refer them to the drug court. Things
that they’re locking people up for, it’s kind of a waste of space, when
they could actually be receiving treatment.”
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